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Introduction to Hilbert Spaces with ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2005
The Second Edition if this successful text offers a systematic exposition of the basic ideas and results of Hilbert space theory and functional analysis. It includes a simple introduction to the Lebesgue integral and a new chapter on wavelets. The book provides the reader with revised examples and updated diverse applications to differential and...
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Introduction to Simulink with Engineering Applications, Second EditionOrchard Publications, 2008
This text is an introduction to Simulink ®, a companion application to MATLAB ®. It is written for students at the undergraduate and graduate programs, as well as for the working professional.

The author claims no originality of the content, and the description of the Simulink blocks is extracted from The MathWorks™...
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Nonlinear System Identification: NARMAX Methods in the Time, Frequency, and Spatio-Temporal DomainsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Nonlinear System Identification: NARMAX Methods in the Time, Frequency, and Spatio-Temporal Domains describes a comprehensive framework for the identification and analysis of nonlinear dynamic systems in the time, frequency, and spatio-temporal domains. This book is written with an emphasis on making the algorithms accessible so that...
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Animated StorytellingPeachpit Press, 2019

	
		
			Animation is a limitless medium for telling stories. Artists can create worlds, defy gravity, flip from factual to fantasy, and transport audiences to places they never imagined. The challenge is having the discipline to reel it in and be intentional about your storytelling choices. This book shows you...
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Adaptive Nonlinear System Identification: The Volterra and Wiener Model Approaches (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2007
Adaptive Nonlinear System Identification: The Volterra and Wiener Model Approaches introduces engineers and researchers to the field of nonlinear adaptive system identification. The book includes recent research results in the area of adaptive nonlinear system identification and presents simple, concise, easy-to-understand methods for...
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Emergent Problems in Nonlinear Systems and Control (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 2009
Papers in this collection partly represent the set of talks that were presented at Texas Tech University on the occasion of Daya’s memorial workshop in the year 2007. Daya had a varied interest in the field of Dynamics and Control Theory and the papers bring out the essence of his involvement in these activities. He also had a large number...
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Analysis of Piezoelectric DevicesWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006

	This is the most systematic, comprehensive and up-to-date book on the theoretical analysis of piezoelectric devices. It is a natural continuation of the author s two previous books: An Introduction to the Theory of Piezoelectricity (Springer, 2005) and The Mechanics of Piezoelectric Structures (World Scientific, 2006). Based on the linear,...
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Digital Holography and Digital Image Processing: Principles, Methods, AlgorithmsSpringer, 2010

	Digital holography and digital image processing are twins born by computer era. They share origin, theoretical base, methods and algorithms. The present book describes these common fundamentals principles, methods and algorithms including image and hologram digitization, data compression, digital transforms and efficient computational...
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Robotics: Designing the Mechanisms for Automated MachineryAcademic Press, 1999
Robotics, Second Edition is an essential addition to the toolbox of any engineer or hobbyist involved in the design of any type of robot or automated mechanical system. It is the only book available that takes the reader through a step-by step design process in this rapidly advancing specialty area of machine design.
...
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Mathematical Tools for the Study of the Incompressible Navier-Stokes Equations and Related Models (Applied Mathematical Sciences)Springer, 2012

	The objective of this self-contained book is two-fold. First, the reader is introduced  to the modelling and  mathematical analysis used in fluid mechanics, especially concerning the Navier-Stokes equations which is the basic model for the flow of incompressible viscous fluids. Authors introduce mathematical tools so that the reader...
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Femtosecond Optical Frequency Comb: Principle, Operation and ApplicationsSpringer, 2004
This book provides an introductory description of mode-locked lasers, the connection between time and frequency descriptions of their output and the physical origins of the electric field dynamics, together with an overview of applications of femtosecond comb technology. Individual chapters go into more detail on mode-locked laser development,...
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Mathematics for Life Science and Medicine (Biological and Medical Physics, Biomedical Engineering)Springer, 2007

	Dynamical systems theory in mathematical biology and environmental science

	has attracted much attention from many scientific fields as well as mathematics.

	For example, “chaos” is one of its typical topics. Recently the preservation

	of endangered species has become one of the most important issues

	in biology and...
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